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2nd Edition! (01/09/16) A Book That Actually Shows You How to Emulate Warren Buffet? Yes - You

really can enjoy massive success!  â˜…â˜†â˜… Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited â€“

Order Now! â˜…â˜†â˜…  When you read Warren Buffettâ€™s TOP 20 secrets in Life and Business,

Alan Greenwich takes you through the step-by- step process of emulating the famous financial guru

Warren Buffet. He gives you 10 Amazing Lessons for Life and 10 Powerful Lessons for Business

from the fascinating success of Warren Buffet!  Thereâ€™s So Much More to Learn â€“ Get all the

books in Alan Greenwichâ€™s â€œTOP 20 Secrets in Life and Businessâ€• Collection!In Warren

Buffettâ€™s TOP 20 secrets in Life and Business, Alan walks you through a wealth of valuable

lessons on popular and engrossing topics:  Margin of Safety Best Competitor Simplicity in Works

Control of Time Taking Steps Market Trends Reputable Management  Avoiding Fads Quality

Investment and so much more! Not only does this book talk about Warren Buffetsâ€™ success, but

this book also focuses on what strategies Buffet used to get so amazingly rich! If you are truly

interested in becoming financially successful as well as improving the quality of your life, then you

should download this book and start taking the advice it offers. Donâ€™t wait another minute -

Download Warren Buffettâ€™s TOP 20 secrets in Life and Business Today and start learning how

you can embrace these lessons in your life!Youâ€™ll be so glad you did!
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This little book is crammed with great advice. Avoid fads, manage your time, and the main

sentiment that I found profoundly true is that we are each responsible for our success or failures in

life. No more blaming someone else if we don't achieve what we set out to do. Hard work, honesty,

integrity, and a sound plan that is carried through will reap great benefits. This man is a multi

billionaire. He still lives in the same home he bought in the 1950's for under $40,000. Success is not

measured in big homes, boats, or fancy cars. If you want some good, sound, practical advise, read

this book. This should be mandatory reading for all high school seniors.

Since my teenage years when I started learning about business Waren Buffet was my idol. This

book is very motivational for those who are stuck and needs a little kick to go forward. You will

definately resonate with a lot of these advices at some part of your journey. I really liked reading

about the values of simplicity, keeping low profile. Even though business advices were really

valuable too but myself mostly resonated with life advices.

This is my first time to read a book about Warren Buffet and this book is so informative, gives lots of

ideas on how to be like Warren Buffet plus the top 20 secrets to becoming Warren Buffet. Yes, I

agree with what this book had to say but for me it should just be a guide, we can be our own kind of

rich or wealthy people as long as we have determination and discipline. Thanks for the

reinforcement which came from this book.

I read Warren Buffettâ€™s TOP 20 secrets in Life and Business for the simple reason that everyone

wants to taste success in life; and this book promised â€œmassive successâ€•!Itâ€™s true that the

book takes the reader through the step-by-step process of emulating the well-known monetary

leader, Warren Buffet. The 10 lessons for life and the other 10 lessons for business were fascinating

to read indeed! And they can be valuable lessons to those who want to apply! The topics treating

margin of safety, simplicity in works, control of time, market trends and management, quality

investment were interesting topics among others.I recommend this book to all those who want to

peep into the secrets of financial success and quality of life.One advice though. Grammar should be

re-looked into, for it mars the excellence of the content in many ways.



This book is a worth while to read which is written so eloquently in an inspiring way. The author has

made us realize the significance of many things through worthy written on warren buffet. This book

acknowledged me a lot with reasons and life style. This book conveys great advises about

management of time, success and failure, and motivations on that time when we got disappoint due

to some reasons and also wants to move forward. This book is such a authors master piece.

We all know Warren Buffet. He is ranked the 2nd richest person after Bill Gates in the United States

and the 4th richest person in the world. But do you know that he has a simple lifestyle and he loves

to keep it that way. Warren may be rolling in money. However, his principles are deep-rooted and

thatâ€™s what makes him truly successful. This book makes you realise what a wonderful man he

turned to; thanks to his positive attitude, hardworking nature and the immense love he received from

his father. Alan talks about his success mantra and how Warren dared to do something that other

people wouldnâ€™t imagine doing when it came to investments and stocks. I thoroughly enjoyed

reading this book as I learnt so much about Warren and his core values.

This is a nice inspiring book.We all know about THE great man Warren Buffet.This book is talks

about his life and top 20 Secrets.Very much motivational.I know it's quite impossible to be like him

but I will follow him.I vert nice read about this GREAT!Thanks to the author for this great work.

Inspiring book for success. Warren Buffet is a perfect model for success for the modern day

business oriented person.These top 2o secrets are very vital in the quest for success in whatever

you do, be it personal life or business.Alan Greenwich keeps his books simple and very precise and

I love reading them.
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